Camp registration starts May 18

Register
We are proud to launch **STEM@Home™**, a virtual collection of resources, webinars and workshops intended to help families keep learning going for their children while schools and other activities are suspended.

Explore STEM@Home by clicking a logo below

**STEM COMMUNITY CONVERSATIONS** – discussions for teachers, school officials, community leaders and the many others impacted by school closures and virtual learning.

**STEM Virtual Home Lab** – workshops with practical tips, virtual experiments and concrete tools that families and teachers – even those with little time, few resources and no STEM or teaching experience – can use to engage children’s learning.
STEM Talks – a podcast devoted to issues related to the ongoing COVID19 pandemic and its impact on learning.

“STEM Thoughts” – Blogs, letters, pictures and other messages focused on how communities and leaders are dealing with the global pandemic and planning for the future.

See Resources for Supporting Your Community in Closing the Digital Divide.

The San Antonio Convening – A Look Back
We now have flying cars and cell phones, but our education system has stayed the same for over 100 years.

Our education system needs to change. We need to do more than just memorize facts and prepare for tests and many schools do not have the resources or the curriculum to support the needs of students today.

Emmet Decker, a ninth grader from Northeast San Antonio:

“Students are mostly expected to give administration an easier time.”

He emphasized the need for higher expectations and shares that when he is the CEO of a billion-dollar industry, he will give back to students, so they have the resources and support to create.

He said it is critical for educators and others to “inspire wonder” and advocate for a school-wide Project Based Learning approach in order to increase access to innovation, invention and entrepreneurship.

Shreya Chaudhary, a tenth grader from San Antonio:

“In order to best support student’s momentum in innovation and STEM leadership, one of the most important demonstrations of student support is for adults and educators to listen to children.”

Leslie Goodman, an 11th grader from San Antonio:

“If you know anything about coders, you know we never ever give up.”

Teachers need to realize that students need to be able to pursue various channels for learning and be able to display their learning in different forms.

Rey Vela and Nathanael De León, seventh graders from Donna, TX:

Rey and Nathanael with support from their teacher, Daniel Gonzalez, designed and produced a robotic hand for Nathanael, who was born without his hand.

The students said that collaboration and empathy, when combined with support from teachers, can lead to life-changing advancements.

Conrad Fellows, Olivia Bangs, Roberto Martelli, Divyesh Khatri, 12th graders from Houston TX:

The inventors of VoxLion, a platform that uses AI to help students improve their presentation skills, advise educators to teach more than what is in curriculum. “Soft skills including teamwork, and collaboration, are things we will use every day in business, but they are not being taught in school.” They stress the importance of “supporting students by providing coaching while allowing them to maintain their...
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Every young person should have access to rich, connected learning opportunities

What if we tried a new strategy to ensure all young people reach their potential in STEM?

Learn about the STEM Learning Ecosystems Community of Practice and the 89 communities across the globe demonstrating strong cross-sector collaborations to make this reality.

For questions, please contact us at info@stemecosystems.org.
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